ROUND 1

Dear Editors, and Reviewers:

Thank you for your letter and for these viewers’ comments concerning our manuscript entitled “Progressive ataxia of Cerebrotendinous Xanthomatosis with a rare c.255 + 1G > T splice site mutation in the CYP27A1 gene(77386).” Those comments are all valuable and very helpful for revising and improving our paper, as well as the important guiding significance to our researches. We have studied comments carefully and have made correction which we hope meet with approval. The main corrections in the paper and the responds to the reviewer’s comments are as flowing:

Responds to the reviewer’s comments:

Reviewer#1: Response to major comment: Our manuscript was edited by an English native speaker (Editage: https://www.editage.com/). We modified Figures, discussion and conclusion.

Reviewer#2: 1. Response to major comment: The title has been revised (Progressive ataxia of cerebrotendinous xanthomatosis with a rare c.255 + 1G > T splice site mutation in the CYP27A1 gene: a case report);

2. Response to major comment: Our manuscript was edited by an English native speaker (Editage: https://www.editage.com/);

3. Response to major comment: At the age of 27, the patient developed symptoms of nervous system damage such as ataxia and episodes of bilateral foot dystonia with falls with no easily observable cause (Line 40 on page 2);

4. Response to major comment: We added family history;

5. Response to major comment: We expand the table1 of c.255 + 1G > T mutation.

Thank you and best regards.

Yours sincerely,

Yueyue Chang

Corresponding author:

Name: Chuanqing Yu
ROUND 2

Dear Editors, and Reviewers:

Thank you for your letter and for these viewers’ comments concerning our manuscript entitled “Progressive ataxia of Cerebrotendinous Xanthomatosis with a rare c.255 + 1G > T splice site mutation in the CYP27A1 gene (77386).” Those comments are all valuable and very helpful for revising and improving our paper, as well as the important guiding significance to our researches. We have studied comments carefully and have made correction which we hope meet with approval. The main corrections in the paper and the responds to the reviewer’s comments are as flowing:

Responds to the reviewer’s comments:

Reviewer #1: Response to major comment: We modified figures and table.

Reviewer #2: Response to major comment: We modified some typos throughout the manuscript and structures.

Reviewer #3: Response to major comment: Our manuscript was edited by an English native speaker (Editage: https://www.editage.com/). We modified Figures, discussion and conclusion.

Reviewer #4: 1. Response to major comment: The title has been revised (Progressive ataxia of cerebrotendinous xanthomatosis with a rare c.255 + 1G > T splice site mutation in the CYP27A1 gene: a case report);

2 Response to major comment: Our manuscript was edited by an English native speaker (Editage: https://www.editage.com/);

3 Response to major comment: At the age of 27, the patient developed symptoms of nervous system damage such as ataxia and episodes of bilateral foot dystonia with falls with no easily observable cause (Line 38 on page 2);

4 Response to major comment: We added family history;

5 Response to major comment: We expand the table 1 of c.255 + 1G > T mutation.

Thank you and best regards.
Yours sincerely,
Yueyue Chang

Corresponding author:
Name: Chuanqing Yu
F-mail: yuchuanqing1969@126.com